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Abstract—In the era of the ‘Big-Data’ we hear a lot about machine learning for working on this big data. Machine learning helps us to predict and analyze data with better accuracy and least human intervention. Machine learning is autonomous but susceptible to errors. This is due to biased prediction when previously trained on small data. This leads to chain of errors that can't be determined easily for long period of time. And when recognized takes lot time to recognize source.

There comes the idea of deep learning which achieves the flexibility by using use nested hierarchy of concept to define the world. But deep learning has setback of taking very long time to train data which could be reduced by using transfer learning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise of nutrition related diseases a global awareness in consuming a balanced and healthy diet is growing. The consumption of healthy diets can reduce diseases like obesity, diabetes and cancer. Although there are wide number of applications already present to detect and classify food but all of them need prior knowledge to classify them. But the problem arises when a new and unknown food is introduced.

But this problem can now be solved using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and deep learning. However, there is still a lack of accurate results in the traditional methods of deep learning.

In response, we propose technique on pretrained DenseNet-161 architecture and increasing class separability using successive augmentation of data before feeding it in model. In transfer learning, the knowledge of an already trained model is applied to various other problems. Transfer learning is used in area of computer vision to train machines and reduce learning cost. Most of the transfer learning architectures on CNN’s architecture.

CNN have become powerful in image classification. Alexnet in 2012 ILSVRC had 65,000 neuron in 5 layers, followed by max-pooling layer and connected layer and then by softmax layer. DenseNet-161 has advantage over other architecture because it uses less memory and computation which makes it suitable.

To evaluate the proposed architecture, experimental modelling has been done on benchmark data set (Food-101). And at the final results for Top-5 was found to be 99.01% accurate which is better than previous accuracy of 93.23% approximately.

II. RELATED WORK

A lot of scientific work is done on transfer learning architecture to increase accuracy in computer vision. Some
of the used approaches and their results are explained as: In Betawi, Traditional Food Image Detection using ResNet and DenseNet discussed on DenseNet 161(81%) and ResNet 50 with accuracy of approximately (76%).[6] Abdulkadir Şengür,Yaman Akbulut Ümit Budak[2] in 2019 has also done work on pre-trained AlexNet and VGG16 on Food-5k, Food-101and Food-11 data set. Lukas Bossard, Matthieu Guillaumin, Luc Van Gool[4] has worked on food-101 data also using random forests which gave accuracy of 50.76%.

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The main purpose of using a deep learning model along with transfer learning is to predict the images using computer vision with greater accuracy and lesser time and cost.

A. Proposed framework
This data has more than 100 thousand images which includes downgraded images [fig 1.1]. These have been reformatted using Keras HDF5. There has been use of convolutional layer followed by dense layer finally followed by pooling layer [fig 3.1].

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. DATASET
Food -101 dataset is used for this work which has 101,000 image data [4]. All images were re sized to 512 pixels. The images had a lot of noise for the purpose of work. The data is as food_c101_n1000_r384x384x3.h5 means there are 101 categories represented, with n=1000 images, that have a resolution of 384x384x3 (RGB, uint8) food_test_c101_n1000_r32x32x1.h5 means the data are part of the validation set, have 101 categories represented, with n=1000 images, that have a resolution of 32x32x1 (float32 from -1 to 1).

B. DATA PREPROCESSING
The dataset and the images in the raw state as obtained aren’t suitable for further processing. Consequently, successive transformations are used to pre process the training dataset. In our implementation, these transformations include: Random rotation re-sized crop, Random horizontal flip, ImageNet policy and at the end Normalization. These pre processing transforms are used to mitigate the disparities in image properties due to different image backgrounds; to help the model learn faster; and to improve the output accuracy.

C. TRAIN AND TEST
To evaluate our model, we split the data set into training, test and validation in a ratio 8:1:1 i.e the 80% of the whole dataset was used for training and the rest equally split into test and validation.

D. MODEL USED
ResNet - In this architecture multiple layers are connected to one layer and all of them processed at once unlike other deep learning model. Traditional feed-forward neural networks connect the output of the layer to the next layer after applying a composite of operations. This composite includes a convolution operation or pooling layers, a batch normalization and an activation function. The equation for this would be [3]

\[ x_l = H_l(x_{l-1}) \]

ResNets extended this behavior including the skip connection, reformulating this equation into: [5]

\[ x_l = H_l(x_{l-1}) + x_{l-1} \]

DenseNets make the first difference with ResNets right here. DenseNets do not sum the output feature maps of the layer with the incoming feature maps but concatenate them.

E. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS-
Accuracy of results is done as
\[ \% \text{ accuracy} = \frac{\text{Correct data}}{\text{Total data}} \times 100 \]

F. OPTIMIZATION OF RESULTS-
To improve our model classification accuracy and reduce the derived error values, we fine tuned the network parameters using Adam optimizer.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

After training, validating and testing results found showed that DenseNet-161 showed great and accurate results. The results show better performance with respect to existing approaches. Specifically, we obtained a Top-1 accuracy of 93.27% and Top-5 accuracy around 99.02% on the Food-101 dataset). The results showed better results than any other model present and other algorithms.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results given by DenseNet-161 show very accurate results with greater speed of performance in GPU. This model is using many number of nodes making it very good performer when we use 10 epochs but this method when used on CPU can be a bit slow. The current result presented results than its previous best accuracy of 93.27% on food 101 data. Also it out performed simple model like random forest method (50.76%).

Future scope for better results can be searched by developing other methods of transfer learning just like mobiile net which is very light to work on but still lacks in accuracy issues. So in total we could create new models which has great performance and accuracy on mediocre devices. Further, performance can be improved using high end computers with GPU’s and other mediums. Also there can be improvements by increasing the quality and quantity of data sets. This can also be done by increasing the number classes in Food-101 data, which could finally give results on other characteristics of objects. The results in future can also be improved by the creation and innovation in field of mathematics to find newer equations.
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